Forward

This Final Report Action & Plan is the result of a year-long collaborative effort on data and information collection as well as a national and international dialogue on language needs and capacity in the United States and other predominantly English-speaking countries (PESC). This work resulted in a White Paper, “Languages for All?” and an International Forum held at the University of Maryland on September 30, 2013. The intent of the Languages for All? initiative was to spark a discussion of whether access to a second language is necessary for, and can be made available to all learners or only the more privileged learners in these countries.

Our purpose is not the traditional mode of advocacy for more language-enabled Americans. While advocacy informs the recommendations below, the intent here is threefold:

- First, to outline a vision and message that provides a solid base for unified efforts across the Language Enterprise, a coalition of constituents with vital interests in language representing education, government, heritage communities, industry, and overseas partners;
- Second, to balance advocacy with empirical evidence; and,
- Third, to propose a concrete action plan, with clearly defined strategic goals, objectives and milestones, for advancing language in the U.S. at all level of education, starting with K-12.

The previous White Paper, “Languages for All?: The Anglophone Challenge,” submitted evidence on the feasibility of providing second language education to all Americans. The International Forum brought together policy makers and managers and leaders from all sectors of the Language Enterprise to react to this evidence and draw recommendations from it. This Final Report summarizes the evidence in the White Paper and synthesizes the reactions at the Forum in an attempt to answer the question in the title: Is it desirable and feasible to provide all learners in our education system the opportunity to study a second language? If so, how? If not, why not?
We direct this document to two audiences: The first is members of the “Language Enterprise,” that they might agree to act in unison to accept a common Vision and Message and Action Plan. The second audience is our nation’s leaders, educators, and managers who formulate policy and make decisions about language education at the national, state, and local levels.

While the White Paper and Forum had international input from colleagues from the Australian and British Academies, the present report is focused on the United States, although it is informed by insights of these two nations’ efforts on behalf of language.

This study is not meant to be comprehensive, citing all evidence, policies and actions. Rather, the objective is to provide sufficient information and data so that leaders and managers across the Language Enterprise can assess current and projected needs and capabilities and arrive at coherent, comprehensive, and collaborative solutions to the language problem in the United States and other PESCs.

Rationale

_A deep and persistent malaise afflicts language education in Australia, regrettably shared with other English-speaking nations, and the expressions of concern, even frustration, at the fragility of languages suggests a public refusal to accept this state of affairs._ —Joseph Lo Bianco

A growing number of today’s politicians, journalists, academicians, and business leaders cite the national benefits of a multilingual society, while more and more educators, psychologists, physicians, sociologists, and—most importantly—parents insist that a second language is of major benefit to the health and well-being of our children. Yet, despite this rising chorus of testimony, our education systems seem unable to find the will or the resources to effectively and efficiently make foreign language education an essential part of our children’s preparation for life in the 21st century.

This inconsistency is reflected in recent, major studies that tout the need for language, while language study is given scant notice or simply omitted from some of the newest U.S. national education plans and policies that are in fact receiving generous budget support (e.g., Common Core, National Education Technology Plan, ConnectED, etc.).

This inconsistency rises to the level of a national educational dilemma, as it inevitably raises questions that might explain the neglect of foreign languages in national education policy. Is this neglect due to:

* A perception that it’s just not that beneficial to our nation and our children? After all, English is our native language, so why bother, especially when we have a more urgent science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) problem that has to be addressed?

* An assumption that at least up to more recent times quality language instruction was perceived as available only to a minority of students studying at more financially privileged institutions able to afford small classes and low-demand disciplines?
A common assumption that it is just too hard and takes too long to learn a second language, so only the smartest among us can master this skill and only elite institutions can provide the instruction?

For decades, English-speaking countries around the world have wrestled with the question of whether English is enough. In the United States, particularly since 9/11, national security considerations have argued strongly for more language abilities, at least as far as those parts of government with national security responsibilities are concerned. While the efforts of the Department of Defense (DOD) and the Intelligence Community (IC) on behalf of language have contributed to efforts in language education, the PK-16 education system itself has not made language an essential part of the curriculum.

This report is intended to sharpen our understanding of the “needed-but-neglected” dilemma and to plot a way forward in resolving it.

The Results

The Languages for All? White Paper and International Forum considered these questions and suggested concrete actions in response to the answers provided. The answers to the questions of access and quality outlined in the White Paper and affirmed at the International Forum were the following:

1. The demand for language abilities at all levels of society is unprecedented and growing;
2. Today’s technologies offer access to language learning that makes it possible for anyone to take up the study.
3. Scientific breakthroughs offer the promise of much more effective and efficient learning, even if the advances are just beginning to penetrate the education system;
4. Best practice at the PK-12 and higher education levels has made remarkable advances in the last decade, although broad if not universal diffusion and acceptance of such practice is a task to be undertaken.

However, sensing that addressing the questions of access and quality was not sufficient, the Forum also asserted that the supply system, while having significant resources, is not organized for efficient and effective delivery of language to all who desire it. The demand side is not playing its appropriate role in sending demand signals and supporting the supply side. Accordingly, the recommendations of the White Paper as refined and expanded at the International Forum focused around the notion of the “Language Enterprise,” comprising five sectors of language supply and demand: education, industry, government, heritage communities, and overseas partners. The consensus was that these sectors now agree to stand on “common ground” with regard to Vision, Message, and Action and organize to renew efforts to make learning and instruction available to anyone who wants it for any language.

This common ground would comprise a unified vision, message and action plan, which is here outlined.
Vision of a Desired State

Within the next decade, nation-wide acceptance of the teaching of a second language to a growing population at all levels of the education system, starting early with K-12, with universal and equal access to language learning opportunities throughout the United States.

More specifically, for the United States, this access to language education would comprise a full range of abilities:

- appreciation of the role of language and culture in contemporary domestic and international societies;
- usable skills for domestic interaction and international travel;
- high-level skills enabling global professional practice; and
- expertise providing language education and language technologies.

This implementation of the common vision of universal and equal access to language education in the United States can be represented as a broad-based pyramid with the following components:
This vision of the future of language in the U.S. encompasses 100% of children in the education system, with:

- 100% of learners in U.S. education system with exposure to international perspectives, culture and/or language, in order to inform life-long decisions about work and learning and to support language and international efforts broadly in society;
- Additional 30% with basic language skills, in order to work, for example, in the service industry and to travel freely;
- Additional 15% with global professional skills in order to practice at a high level internationally; and,
- Additional 5% with expert skills, in order to perform necessary research and design and implement language education and training.

Our assumption is that in order to achieve language competence at higher levels, we must broaden the base of this pyramid by attracting many more learners into the system, ensuring that a sufficient number of learners will stay for the extended sequence of language learning required by these high levels of ability.

The notion of language as an integral part of elementary and secondary education is not rare in this world of diverse domestic societies and globalized communities. Most countries in this world are multilingual, with citizens who have abilities in more than one language and abilities that fit a broad range of demand.

Finally, this vision includes heritage language learners and English Language Learners (ELL) as well as native English speakers acquiring abilities in a world language.

**Message: Value Proposition and Feasibility of Universal Access**

This vision has to be expressed within a consistent and convincing message about the “value proposition” of language, both to the individual and the broader society as well as about the feasibility of access and effectiveness of the learning process. The direct value of a language competent citizenry to a multilingual society includes both international (military/political, economic, and social)—all well documented—as well as domestic (government and private sector products and services).

The Value Proposition for individuals can run from the immediately pragmatic – jobs and higher pay – to general education (cognitive advantages of bilingualism, literacy), to broader access to global information, resources, and people, innovative products and services (that more and more come from abroad), and finally to the most “esoteric” (well-rounded education). The advantages to society in the political/military, economic (GDP), and social spheres must be documented with real evidence, so too the advantages for individuals (e.g. lifelong earning power). General access and effectiveness must also be supported by evidence as is done in the White Paper, but in a more complete form.
Action

Vision Objectives and Timelines


- 5 years: *Initial Implementation*: Infrastructure and programs assumed by the Vision implemented in 20 states;

- 10 years: *Realization*: General acceptance of language education across the United States

The following is a proposed plan of action focused on the next five years, with objectives and milestones to be achieved. It presumes:

- Academe and the private sector taking the lead, with organized collaboration on policy and implementation;

- Support from each of the five sectors of the Language Enterprise, each according to its means and access;

- Reliance on the states and their language, education and political leadership, with some support from the federal government; and

- Minimal new investment, but maximum socialization of current investment.

**Recommended Strategies**

The White Paper and International Forum recommended the following actions:

**Year one: Organization & Planning**

**I. LE Organizing Committee**

Establish an organizing committee, with first responsibility of finding a home for the initiative.

**II. Housing the initiative**

Obtain agreement from an organization or organizations willing to house this effort, with in-kind support.

**III. Public Relations**

A public awareness campaign on the **personal, societal, and educational benefits** of language education.
IV. Commitment of Language Enterprise Components
Begin the process of procuring commitments to the Vision, Message & Action Plan from organizations across the LE:

- **Government:** Federal, State & Local
- **Industry:** Language services providers and consumer
- **Education:** all levels: PK-12, Higher Education, Graduate & Professional Programs
- **Heritage Communities**
- **Overseas academies, NGOs, institution**

One can add here an emergent “public” sector, comprising parents making opportunities for their children to learn language in after-school language instruction, in home-school, in schools abroad where the parents are working.

V. Establish base lines for continuing assessment of progress.
Without rigorous assessment against established base lines, no decade-long initiative can survive. The organizing committee should commit to gathering all existing data sets that can serve as this base line.

VI. Collaboration among national academies
Support development of strategic collaboration among national academies of PESCs (Australia, Canada, New Zealand, UK, U.S.)

VII. Fundraising
Initial exploration of possible sources of support for this effort.

Year Two: STARTUP
Continue Year One efforts, and:

I. Leadership at the State Level
Initial discussions and planning with selected states on broad implementation of language education, with support of LE, focusing on demonstrations and implementation of best practice: conceptualization and planning at the state and local levels, partnerships with private industry and higher education; integration of heritage communities schools; recognition of cognitive advantages of immersion language programming, etc.

II. Fundraising:
Launch efforts across the LE.

III. Research
What: Identify research that can build upon the evidence cited in the White Paper in support of the Vision, Message and Action Plan (meta-research studies on innovation in technology, best practice and science).
Year Three: Initial Implementation
Continue Year 1 and Year Two efforts, and:

I. Language Enterprise Mechanism for Collaboration and for Data and Resource Dissemination
Establish a mechanism across the “Language Enterprise” with the following tasks:

• Coordination of Language Enterprise efforts
• Fundraising
• Plan for documentation of what language learning resources exist, where they are, and how they can be accessed, together with standards and assessments that guarantee efficiency and effectiveness.\textsuperscript{vii}

II. Research
Gaps in research identified, and research projects proposed to funders to eliminate such gaps. Centers and institutions identified as on-going research partners in the Language Enterprise.

III. Identification and commitment of states willing to pilot implementation programs and policies
Identify initial pilot states and negotiate with leadership for commitment to planning and implementation. (Several states have conducted initial planning for language education that includes the private sector and state and local government: California, Hawaii, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, Texas, and Utah, among others.)

IV. Strengthening Organizational Structures
The Language Enterprise strengthens the mechanism with improved web sites, committee structure, and outreach efforts.

V. Fundraising
Fundraising for the decade-long initiative.

VI. National Language School
Planning for an on-line blended school of languages, that enables any learner to have access to learning any language: The ALFA School: All Language For All: a partnership among universities, NGOs, private industry, and heritage communities.

Year Four: Innovation Diffusion
Continue efforts of Year Three, and:

I. Assist states in piloting state-wide LE initiatives
Working with the states, bring all five sectors of the LE into the pilot programs. Determine required state and local infrastructure. Seek federal support for these efforts.
II. Initial implementation of the ALFA School
Seek funding and lead graduate programs and languages. Complete planning process, including business plan.

Year Five: Broad Implementation

I. Disseminate state model across 20 states.
II. Solicit corporate support
III. Involve federal programs
IV. Implement a series of public and Congressional Testimonies on successes and challenges.

Organization
In order to stop the roller coaster focus on language in the U.S., we are attempting to achieve what Baumgartner and Jones call a “policy monopoly”:

Policy monopolies have two important characteristics. First, a definable institutional structure is responsible for policymaking, and that structure limits access to the policy process. Second, a powerful supporting idea is associated with the institution. These buttressing policy ideas are generally connected to core political values which can be communicated directly and simply through image and rhetoric. (Baumgartner & Jones, p. 7)

A possible institutional structure could emerge under the designation “Language Enterprise” in order to this description, just as the Vision and Message are intended as the “supporting idea.” The “institutional structure” could be a coalition of organizations representing the five language supply and demand sectors. However, given the breadth of this coalition, an organizing locus is required and must be so supported by the members.

Conclusion
Is the ambition of a second language available to all Americans realistic or futile, now or in the foreseeable future? Clearly, based on history, this will not be possible without significant effort, both top-down and bottom-up.

From the federal point of view, it is a difficult time to attempt this renaissance of interest in language in the U.S. Budget constraints, conflicting priorities and legislative stalemates make leadership on this issue at the federal level difficult if not impossible. Under these conditions, it makes no sense to wait for government to “come around,” but the focus must now be on mobilizing the education, industry, heritage, and overseas sectors to collective action in a grassroots effort in collaboration with the national security entities in the federal government and the economic interests in state governments.
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A study surveyed the language policy history of 40 years from 1970 and identified at least 67 policy-related reports, investigations or substantial enquiries into the problem and challenge of instituting an effective language education experience for Australian learners. See Lo Bianco, Joseph and Inna Gvodenko, “Collaboration and Innovation in the Provision of Languages Other Than English in Australian Universities,” University of Melbourne, 2006. See also Lo Bianco, Joseph, “Second Languages and Australian Schooling,” *Australian Education Review*, 54 (2009); and *Lost for Words*, British Academy’s ongoing effort on behalf of language study in the UK (website at [http://www.britac.ac.uk/policy/Lost_For_Words.cfm](http://www.britac.ac.uk/policy/Lost_For_Words.cfm)). A Summary of Australia’s efforts in building a national language policy can be found in Lo Bianco, Joseph and Renata Aliani, *Language planning and student experiences: Intention, rhetoric and implementation*, Multilingual Matters, 2013.

For example, the federal government has invested millions of dollars for language resources, and this mechanism would work to socialize that investment across the Language Enterprise.


The American Councils Research Center (ARC) has volunteered to be that center, but others may be interested.